Mondale and Reagan debate

By Diana ten Asen
President Ronald W. Reagan and former vice president Walter Mondale argued over foreign policy and national defense Sunday in the third and last debate of the 1984 presidential campaign.

The impact of Reagan's proposed space-defense system on the threat of nuclear holocaust became the focal point of the debate.

"I would like to see the elimination of nuclear weapons," and to be strong enough to make certain that our Soviet Union never tempts us," Mondale said.

"We don't know whether Armageddon...is 1000 years away or the day after tomorrow," Reagan commented.

The day after tomorrow, "F.Note Mondale argued over foreign policy with President Ronald W. Reagan Sunday night.

"It's an incentive for mutual disarmament," Mondale said.

"I think it's an incentive for mutual disarmament," Mondale commented.

"If we'd go," Mondale said.

"It's a good idea," Mondale said.

"We're never going to ask the Soviets to disarm unless we get serious," Mondale said.

"It's a fair question," Mondale said.

"Just because some folks are well off is no excuse for selfishly guarding...opportunities," she said.

"It doesn't strengthen us. This weakens us," Mondale said.

"In sharp contrast, he said the Biographical information they...exist..." Hart said.

"Although Hart readily attacked the Mondale administration for its inefficiency," Mondale said.

"If we had broken down, especially in the pre-debate remarks," Mondale added.

"We have a chance of buying a...peace and justice in Central America," Hart appealed to the...young people," Hart said.

"There's an apparent election-rear seat in place of a thirty-year..." Hart said.

"The Republicans are exchanging...attitudes," she said.

"This sparked a give-and-take as..." Hart said.

"Many committees were..." Hart said.

"Kennedy School of Government professor William Kristol and State Representative Susan G. Schur..." Hart said.

"It is unfair that more...feminism..." Barter said. "The decision to..." Barter said.

"MIT committees fill 23 positions for students...

"It is unfair that more freshmen and sophomores do..." Barter said. "The decision to..." Barter said.
**GSC addresses housing issues**

By Michael J. Garrison

The Graduate Student Council (GSC) addressed the issues of graduate housing at MIT in a meeting last Thursday which also saw an elective failure.

The GSC failed to elect a secretary for the second meeting in a row. The post of GSC secretary is officially open to nomination, but filling the position will not be included on the future agenda.

The council's vice president, John Lavin, reported that an "adequate number and quality of volunteers" filed the graduate student positions on the ballot.

The Housing and Community Affairs Committee continued the housing issues which have led to "hand discussions" over the present housing policy, GSC President Rene J. LeClair said.

One issue is the extra fee which charge graduate students for housing. The fee is earmarked for future graduate housing development.

The committee questioned the rationale behind "a fee levied against resident occupants for future housing," since MIT has announced it does not plan to build any new residences for the graduate school in the next ten years.

Graduate students who need to know where they stand on the housing waiting list. The MIT Housing Office would like to have a list which could be updated weekly, but they do not yet have a means of maintaining such a list, LeClair said.

---

**Classified advertising**

Classified Advertising in The Tech: $5.00 per column for each 35 words or less. Must be prepaid with completed form. Address: Classified, The Tech, 100 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass. 02139.

NEED CASH? Earn $500.00 per month plus room and board. Hours: 40 hours each week, placing and picking up computers on campus. Shoulders on and off. Give recommendations. Call 253-8379.

Ed. School couple in need of 300 square feet, one bedroom and a new home, willing to do housekeeping. Contact: Jonathan, 253-0404.

Large Sofa $50. Matching Love Seat $100. Both good shape and ready for a new home. Also, 450 square foot furnished 1 room, 1 bath, 2nd floor. $100. Contact: Bill, 730-3463.

REWARD: Free Trip to Denver Plus Commission Money. WANTED Organized group or individual to promote the 77 Spring Break in Denver. If you are interested in making a profit, call 291-0345 or write:技 Trip, 600-0000. Payment: 50% of the profit you can make.

---

**THE NUCLEAR NAVY. RIDE THE WAVE OF THE FUTURE.**

You're deep under the sea. There are 6,000 tons of nuclear-powered submarines around your Mission- to preserve the peace. It's your job to coordinate a practice missile launch. Everyone in the ship is state of the art, including you. The exercise - a success. You're off for your second and now you're riding high.

In the nuclear Navy, you learn quickly. Over half of America's nuclear reactors are in the Navy. And that means you get hands-on experience fast. You can be trained on the job - to coordinate a practice missile launch. Everything you need is state-of-the-art, including you.

---

**NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.**
World

OPEC ministers call emergency meeting — Seven of the dozen ministers of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries gathered yesterday in Geneva, Switzerland to prepare for an emergency meeting of the group to be held sometime this month. The emergency session was called by Saudi Arabia to present an all-out price war, which many fear may follow recent cuts in oil prices by non-OPEC members Britain and Japan. Some oil-producing countries feel the cartel has been unable to participate in the talks. Industry experts expect consumers will soon see a drop of eight cents per gallon for home heating oil and five cents a gallon for gasoline because of the reduction in prices for crude oil.

CIA plane crashes in El Salvador — Four US citizens, all civil servants of the Central Intelligence Agency, died when their plane crashed Friday into the side of a volcano five miles west of San Salvador, the capital of El Salvador. The US government originally placed the crash site about 20 miles northeast of where the wreckage was eventually found. The small, twin-engine plane was believed to have been on a reconnaissance mission when it apparently strayed off course during a tropical rainstorm. The northeast of where the wreckage was eventually found. The small, twin-engine plane was believed to have a "suicide bombing" of the embassy in September.

Truffaut: fate to black — Film director Francois Truffaut, a leader of the "New Wave" movements of the French cinema, died Sunday of cancer. He was 52. Truffaut was the Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Movie in 1977 for "Day for Night," and a Cannes Film Festival Prize in 1959 for his first full-length feature, "The 400 Blows." Other films he directed included "Jules and Jim," "Small Change," and "The Story of Adele H." Truffaut was also an actor, perhaps most familiar to American audiences as the real-life French archaeologist in "Close Encounters of the Third Kind.

Nation

Reagan will alter the CIA manual — President Ronald Reagan will fire any Central Intelligence Agency official responsible for the handbook which advises anti-communist Nicaraguan rebels to assassinate politicians and business leaders. The original handbook, written by a CIA operative acting without agency supervision, was never released. The 90-page manual, which House Speaker Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill said Thursday violates the law prohibiting the use of government funds for covert activities in Nicaragua, proposes that "selective use of violence" be used to "terminate" Sandinista officials.

Repeat drunken drivers cause many fatal crashes — The National Transportation Safety Board, in a preliminary report of its investigation into car accidents in the United States last year, and that 65 percent of these deaths were alcohol related. About 30 percent of the fatal crashes caused by drunken drivers were committed by repeat offenders, many of whom had lengthy records for the offense. James E. Burnett Jr., chairman of the safety board, noted that 74 alcohol-related automobile deaths occur every day.

Local

Massachusetts death penalty law dealt death knell — The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court ruled 4-3 Thursday that the state's death penalty law is unconstitutional. The law, signed by former governor Edward J. King in 1981, makes mandatory life imprisonment if a defendant is convicted of a murder trial penalty guilty; capital punishment could have been imposed only after a jury trial. The justices overturned a 1985 conviction of Thomas Hepburn, who was convicted of first-degree murder and sentenced to death in the case.

Samuel "unaware" of Bisch views — Republican US Senate candidate Raymond Sammler, speaking yesterday before a Jewish group gathered at Temple Israel in Sharon, said "I don't know whether the John Birch Society is anti-Semitic or not. It's never anything that came to my attention." A woman in the crowd replied, "You have a responsibility to know what the John Birch Society is all about. I don't think you can say you didn't know anything about it." Sammler's involvement with the ultra-right wing group has become an issue in his campaign against the Democratic nominee John F. Kerry.

Sports

"I'm not a marathon runner" — Even so, Cpl. Steven Jones of the Royal Air Force won the America's Marathon-Chicago Sunday in a world record 2:08:05, breaking the previous record set by Alberto Salazar in the 1981 New York City Marathon by eight seconds. The 29-year old native of Barry, Wales, who said he specializes in 10-kilometer races, won $35,000 for winning in only his second attempt at subbing the 26 miles, 385 yard race. Race officials said he may receive an additional $50,000 for establishing a new world record, an additional $10,000 for breaking a new course record. Jones dropped out at the 19-mile point during his first marathon try last year.

BC takes a tumble — The fourth-ranked Boston College Eagles, ahead 24-4 at halftime, lost their third game of the season Saturday to the 20th-ranked West Virginia Mountaineers, 21-20. This was the third consecutive year the Eagles went into their game with West Virginia with a record of 6-1, and the previous Dolphins teams covered their record of 6-1. BC quarterback Doug Flutie, considered a strong candidate for the Heisman trophy, was 21-42 for 299 yards and one touchdown in the losing effort.

Miami breaks Foxboro jinx — At the midway point of the National Football League regular season, the Miami Dolphins remained the only unbeaten team in the National Football League. The win was only the Dolphins second on the Patriots' home turf in the past nine games. Miami is now 12-0-1 for the season broke the offensive record of 22 set by Be Getz in 1977, and he is well within reach of the NFL record of 36 scoring tosses set by George Blanda in 1964 and Y.A. Tittle in 1963. Miami is now 8-0 on the season; New England stands at 5-3.

Weather

We've seen better — Today and Wednesday will be mostly cloudy and cool with occasional periods of rain. Boston's high temperature might reach 48, with tonight's low around 50 and Wednesday's high around 58. Scattered showers will be the rule for the next several days.

Drew Blumenschein
MIT policy on gay rights is tolerant

First in a three-part series

Although MIT has not been a long way in the last two decades toward the eradication of discrimination against lesbian and gay students, staff, and faculty, it has taken some positive steps. The institution officially has a tolerant attitude toward homosexuality, although it is often ignored in practice. The administration, at least in the opinion of some, has taken a stance that the laws are not as liberal as they should be. However, the Institute's policies and practices are generally accorded or ignored by the majority of the student body. The books in Massachusetts per-sonnel, the Commonwealth legislature will have to re-election to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, a law that makes it illegal to discriminate against lesbian and gay students, staff, and faculty.

Institutional discrimination is discrimination perpetuated by the regulations of an institution. For lesbians and gays, the Institute does not explicitly ban discrimination, although some policies may indirectly do so. The policies of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology are considered to be less tolerant than those of many other institutions. However, the Institute's policies are generally ignored in practice, and any discrimination that does occur is often condoned by the administration.

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology admits students of any race, color, sex, religion, or national or ethnic origin to all rights, privileges, programs, and activities generally made available to students at the institution. In the case of discrimination against individuals on the basis of race, color, sex, sexual orientation, religion, national origin, ethnicity, handicap, age, or familial or marital status, the Institute's policies, admissions policies, scholarships, loans, and programs, and other Institute administered programs and activities, may favor US citizens or residents in admissions and financial aid.

So, compared to most other universities, MIT in an institution officially has a tolerant position on lesbians and gays. The main problem arises with MIT's interface to the outside world.

The administration has taken some steps to address this issue. First, in 1983, the administration issued a policy statement, "In Contempt of Congress: The Reagan Civil Rights Record." This report documents a wide array of official executive actions taken by the Reagan administration that were intended to undermine the Voting Rights Act, the Fair Housing Act, and Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. This is the legal duty of the executive branch to enforce these laws as they were written.

In 1984, the administration issued a report entitled, "In Contempt of Congress and the Courts: The Reagan Civil Rights Record." This report documents a wide array of executive actions taken by the Reagan administration that were intended to undermine the Voting Rights Act, the Fair Housing Act, and Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972.

The administration has also taken some steps to address discrimination against lesbian and gay students. First, in 1983, the administration issued a policy statement, "In Contempt of Congress: The Reagan Civil Rights Record." This report documents a wide array of official executive actions taken by the Reagan administration that were intended to undermine the Voting Rights Act, the Fair Housing Act, and Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. This is the legal duty of the executive branch to enforce these laws as they were written.

In 1984, the administration issued a report entitled, "In Contempt of Congress and the Courts: The Reagan Civil Rights Record." This report documents a wide array of executive actions taken by the Reagan administration that were intended to undermine the Voting Rights Act, the Fair Housing Act, and Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. This is the legal duty of the executive branch to enforce these laws as they were written.

The administration has also taken some steps to address discrimination against lesbian and gay students. First, in 1983, the administration issued a policy statement, "In Contempt of Congress: The Reagan Civil Rights Record." This report documents a wide array of official executive actions taken by the Reagan administration that were intended to undermine the Voting Rights Act, the Fair Housing Act, and Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. This is the legal duty of the executive branch to enforce these laws as they were written.

The administration has also taken some steps to address discrimination against lesbian and gay students. First, in 1983, the administration issued a policy statement, "In Contempt of Congress: The Reagan Civil Rights Record." This report documents a wide array of official executive actions taken by the Reagan administration that were intended to undermine the Voting Rights Act, the Fair Housing Act, and Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. This is the legal duty of the executive branch to enforce these laws as they were written.

The administration has also taken some steps to address discrimination against lesbian and gay students. First, in 1983, the administration issued a policy statement, "In Contempt of Congress: The Reagan Civil Rights Record." This report documents a wide array of official executive actions taken by the Reagan administration that were intended to undermine the Voting Rights Act, the Fair Housing Act, and Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. This is the legal duty of the executive branch to enforce these laws as they were written.

The administration has also taken some steps to address discrimination against lesbian and gay students. First, in 1983, the administration issued a policy statement, "In Contempt of Congress: The Reagan Civil Rights Record." This report documents a wide array of official executive actions taken by the Reagan administration that were intended to undermine the Voting Rights Act, the Fair Housing Act, and Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. This is the legal duty of the executive branch to enforce these laws as they were written.
I am not sure at this point that I know any answers. I do believe, however, the first step is to recognize that qualified women and minorities do exist. The usual "obvious case of discrimination" is not so clear as perhaps it once was.

Anne G. Prince

Create computers that capture the mysteries of common sense.

The brain does it naturally. It works. It thinks with spontaneity—advantages we haven't been able to give computers. We've made them "smart" in the way we make standard calculators and microwaves do their jobs. But we have yet to get them to act as skillfully, frugally, and much. But what if we could devise ways to probe into the inner nature of human thought? So computers could follow the same rationale and reach the same conclusions as human beings.

What if we could actually design computers to capture his mysticisms of common sense? At GE, we've already begun to implement advances in knowledge engineering. We are cataloging the knowledge, intuition, and experience of experts into computer algorithms for diagnostic troubleshooting. At present, we are applying this breakthrough to expert systems that recommend ways to reduce the number of engine failures for factory repair. We are also looking at parallel processing, a method that divides problems into parts, and attacks them simultaneously, rather than sequentially. The way the human brain might.

While extending technology and application of computer systems is important, the real excitement and the challenge of knowledge engineering lies in extraction of knowledge and applications and the human and machine logics and dissecting their dreams. As one young employee said, 'At GE, we're not just shaping machines and technology. We're shaping opportunity.'

Thinking about the possibilities is the first step to making things happen. And all sorts of work with an eagerness to dream, a willingness to dare, and a determination to make visions reality.

If you can dream it, you can do it.
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NomComm releases
appointment list

The following students have been chosen to serve on institute
committees: Committee on Curricula: John Kenny, full-year
term; Committee on the Library Systems: Steve McCane, half-
year term; Committee on Student Affairs: Simone Pottenger,
full-year term, Robert Weiner and Erik Larson, half-year terms;
Committee on the Writing Requirement: Nick Panayotopoulos,
full-year term; Dating Advisory Board: one unfilled full-year
term; IAP Policy Committee: one unfilled full-year term; three
unfilled half-year terms; Wellesley-MIT Joint Committee: John
Kenny, one half-year term; Committee on International/Institu-
tional Commitments: John Briggs and Suque, full-year term;
Alumni Fund Board: two unfilled full-year terms; Advisory
Committee on Women Students Interests: Louis Kouck, full-
year term, three unfilled full-year terms; Community Service
Fund Board, one unfilled full-year term, Equal Opportunity
Committee: Joe Parra, full-year term, one unfilled full-year
term; Medical Advisory Board: David Mill and Joseph Woo,
full-year term; Committee on Privacy: Robert Webster, full-year
pre-law Advisory Committee: Michael Davis and Antho-
ny Professional Standards: Louis Kouck, full-
year term, three unfilled full-year terms; Community Service
Fund Board, one unfilled full-year term, Equal Opportunity
Committee: Joe Parra, full-year term, one unfilled full-year
term; Medical Advisory Board: David Mill and Joseph Woo,
full-year term; Committee on Privacy: Robert Webster, full-year
pre-law Advisory Committee: Michael Davis and Antho-

Discuss Your Future
With General Electric

Who?
BS and MS candidates in electrical engineering, computer science, mechanical engineering, chemical engineering, aeronautical engineering and nuclear engineering.

What?
The General Electric Technical Recruiting Team will be conducting campus interviews for challenging career opportunities within one of the most diversified companies in the world. Contact your placement office to schedule an interview with one of our technical managers. Various entry level alternatives are available such as:

- Edison Engineering Program
- Manufacturing Management Program
- Chemical-Metallurgical Management Program
- Software Technology Program
- Individualized Direct Placement

Opportunities exist in such fields as:

- Artificial Intelligence
- Expert Systems
- VLSI
- Robotics
- CAD/CAM
- Computer Graphics

For more information on these programs and the major business areas available refer to the General Electric file located in your placement office.

When and Where?
Tuesday, November 6th and Wednesday, November 7th in your placement office

What else?
Sign-ups will commence Monday, October 15th

The future is working at General Electric
Tuesday, Oct. 23

A panel on "Careers in T.V. and Radio Broadcasting," sponsored by the Jewish Vocational Service, will be held from 5:30-6:30 pm at Givinman Jewish Community Center, 333 Nahanton Street, Newton Centre, MA. Admission is $3. For more information, please contact Gail Liebhaber at 967-7940.

Wednesday, Oct. 24

MIT Student Newspaper is sponsoring a forum to discuss MIT's compliance with the Right to Know Law. The forum will be held at 7:30 pm in the Grier Commons, 70 Vassar Street, MIT. The meeting will be held at 7:30 pm in the Grier Conference Room 34-401. The speaker will be Geoffrey Hinton, Dept. of Computer Science, Carnegie-Mellon University. Copies of the paper are available upon request from Karen Perlzinger, 205-322, or via US mail to MIT Student Newspaper, 77 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02139. Notes run on a spaced double-spaced via Institute mail to "Notes" section. Send items of interest (typed and double spaced) via Institute mail to "News Notes, The Tech, PO Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge, MA 02139." Notes run on a space-available basis only; priority is given to official Institute announcements and MIT student activities. The Tech reserves the right to edit all listings, and makes no endorsement of groups or activities listed.

Thursday, Oct. 25

A seminar entitled "The MIT Communications Problem," sponsored by the Communications Forum, will be held from 4:30-6 pm in the Mezzanine Lounge at the Student Center. We let hear from you.

Meetings, activities, and other announcements are in The Tech's "Notes" section. Send items of interest (typed and double spaced) via Institute mail to "News Notes, The Tech, room W20-493," or via US mail to "News Notes, The Tech, PO Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge, MA 02139." Notes run on a space-available basis only; priority is given to official Institute announcements and MIT student activities. The Tech reserves the right to edit all listings, and makes no endorsement of groups or activities listed.
psychotherapy
Edward Jacobs, Ph.D.
Licensed Clinical Psychologist
• Individual and group therapy
• Flexible fee policy
• Insurance accepted
15A Channing St., Cambridge
864-4914

why pay more?

Thrift Rent-a-Car

HARVARD SQUARE
876-8900
BOSTON
367-6777
CENTRAL SQUARE
492-3000

limited free mileage

Tuesdays
10 am - 9 pm
Wednesdays - Saturdays
10 am - 6 pm

UES
Saturday, October 28

WBZ's 3rd Annual Halloween Monster Dash Road Race will start at 12 noon at Jimbo's Fish Shanty. All proceeds will benefit Children's Hospital. Also immediately following the race, there will be a "Dash Bash" celebration party for the runners. For more information, please contact Donna Howard at 926-8523.

The Quality of Student Life at MIT: the third in a series of four meetings sponsored by the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs. The meeting will be held from 7 to 8:30 pm in the Mezzanine Lounge of the Student Center. Let us hear from you!

General Dynamics requires the talents of highly motivated engineering and scientific graduates. This year, nearly half of our 500 new technical hires will be in Electrical/ Electronic Engineering or Computer Science — goal-oriented, high-performance students who will graduate in the top half of their classes. If you're one of these top performers, we'd like to meet with you at our informal technical presentation.

To design and develop today's most technologically advanced fighter aircraft products, General Dynamics requires the talents of highly motivated Engineering and Scientific graduates. This year, nearly half of our 500 new technical hires will be in Electrical/ Electronic Engineering or Computer Science — goal-oriented, high-performance students who graduate in the top half of their classes. If you're one of these top performers, we'd like to meet with you at our informal technical presentation.

The state of the art in weeders.

CAMPUS INTERVIEW DATE:
November 1

General Dynamics
Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F, Dress Requited, Respond for Details

Thursday, Nov. 1

The Quality of Student Life at MIT: the third in a series of four meetings sponsored by the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs. The meeting will be held from 7 to 8:30 pm in the Mezzanine Lounge of the Student Center. Let us hear from you!

"Deregulation of AT&T Communications", a seminar sponsored by MIT Communications Forum. Featured speakers are Lee L. Schkee, Robert Wilf, and Bruce Owen. The forum will be held from 4:45 pm in the Marlow Lounge, Bldg. 37-271, MIT, Cambridge.

Students interested in law: Professor Carol Liebman of Boston College Law School will be on campus to speak with interested students. All are invited. To sign up please phone Ann at x3-4737.

Sunday, Nov. 4

There will be a 5k mile run for peace with runners from Japan at 1 pm in Jamaica Plain. Call 324-6695 for more details about the Fourth Annual Human Race to End the Arms Race.
The Quality of Student Life at MIT: the last in a series sponsored by the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs. The evening will begin at 4:30 p.m. at the Matthews Lounge of the Student Center. Let us hear from you!

A career workshop entitled "Careers in Public Relations and Advertising," sponsored by the Jewish Vocational Service, will be held from 7:30-9:30 p.m. at the Jewish Community Center, 33 Nahanton Street, Newton. Admission is $5. For more information, please call Gail Lubash at 965-7940.

Thursday, Nov. 8

A two-part workshop entitled "Help Yourself to a Career Change," sponsored by the Jewish Vocational Service, will be held from 7:30-9:30 p.m. The second session will be held on Nov. 15. Fee is $15. To pre-register, contact Meryl Glatt, 723-2846 or Emily Kirchn, 965-7940.

The Chinese Intercollegiate Choral Controversy," the first in a series of programs sponsored by the Conference Center of Kirstein, will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Center. Let us hear from you!

The Chinese Intercollegiate Choral Society meets Sundays 3-5 p.m. in W20-491. Anyone who likes to continue its extensive "social Scrabble" for nerds free of charge. For further information, please call Rose Sabbag, 738-3770 to reserve a table or to answer any further questions.

Attention Ugly People: this year's UMOC (Ugliest Man On Campus) contest will start on Halloween day and run through November 9. Ugly people at this campus may compete by registering with APO and then collecting votes in any airtight container. The winner's money will go to Rosie's Place, a shelter for homeless women and their children in Boston that was ravaged by fire in April. For more information, please call Alan Dyson, x3-7063.

Crafts Fair on Saturday, November 24, at 5:00 Cambridge. Students interested in applying to be U/O/UC coordinator should make an informational meeting on Wednesday, October 24, at 2, in Room 7-106.
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notices
Imagine...

...Being In Command of the Future

At Kimberly Clark, success isn't standing still. Our current leadership in a broad range of technology-intensive areas stems from research, and we're pressing ahead from a position of strength. Be a part of our $50 million commitment to creating new products and process technologies. Gain a degree of command over the future of your chosen discipline that no other company can offer as confidently as Kimberly-Clark.

On Campus Interviews
November 1 & 2, 1984 for BS/MS/PhD
• Chemistry
• Chemical Engineering
• Materials Science
• Engineering

November 8, 1984 for BS/MS
• Electrical Engineers with concentration in software engineering, microprocessor hardware engineering, instrumentation and sensor development engineering and process control engineering.

To arrange an interview, see your career planning and placement office. If you are unable to meet with our recruiters, send your curriculum vitae to: Kimberly-Clark Corporation, 401 N. Lake Street, Neenah, WI 54956. An equal opportunity employer m/f.

Kimberly-Clark Corporation
Each critic's praise/censure for the albums development of sound with each album.

In the 1970's and replaced rock guitar screaming.

The pianist Lyle Mays, guitarist Metheny has including Metheny himself, claim that the in-...
We back our guarantee for the lowest available airfare with an independent audit.

What does your travel agent do?

Topaz Travel

MIT 3-3004
1105 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge

An MIT Authorized Travel Agency

Ask about our special student fares too!

AN AASABRE AUTOMATED AGENCY
The American Institute of Steel Construction has announced that eight graduate fellowships of $5000 each will be awarded in 1985 by the AISC Education Foundation. The grants will be awarded to graduate civil or architectural engineering students proposing a course of study toward an advanced degree related to fabricated structural steel. Applications must be U.S. citizens. Deadline for receiving applications is March 1, 1985. To obtain applications, write AISC Education Foundation, 400 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60611, or call 312-676-4900.

Seniors who wish to apply for graduate work in the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science during 1985 are urged to apply by November 1, 1984. Applications may be picked up in Rooms 38-444 and 3-103.

National College Poetry Contest, Fall Concours 1984, is offering $300 in cash and book prizes and free printing for all accepted poems in the American College Poets Anthology. For more information, write International Publications, P.O. Box 44044-L, Los Angeles, CA 90044.

The MIT Speech and Debate Society is sponsoring a Fall Speech Contest. Winners will receive cash prizes. We are now canvassing the MIT student community for interests and suggestions. If you have the slightest interest in talking for fun and profit, call Lisa x-4032, Nick x-6352, Mary x-6534, or Christine x-8560.

The Christian Science Monitor is sponsoring an essay contest challenging its readers to come up with possible scenarios that could lead to world peace in the next 25 years. Students and faculty at colleges and universities around the country are also invited to participate. Participants might consider such factors as socioeconomic conditions, the role of moral leadership in world affairs. Essays will be judged on the feasibility of the ideas they contain and will be expected to show a knowledge of the framework of international relations in the world today and the premises by which those relations are determined. Entries of not more than 3,000 words in English, French, German, or Spanish will be accepted. The best three will be printed in The Christian Science Monitor. Entries should be postmarked not later than December 31, 1984 and sent to: CONTEST, The Christian Science Monitor, One Norway Street, Boston, MA 02115.

Toorak-what if you were in the country you love, Japan.

The American Graduate Fellowship (RGF) invites applications for its doctoral degree program in policy analysis. Deadline for submitting applications for 1985-1986 is February 1, 1985. RGF, which is fully accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges, is an integral part of the Rand Corporation. Its curriculum consists of interdisciplinary study, combined with on-the-job training (OJT) leading to the award of the PhD in Policy Analysis. Students receive OJT support equivalent to doctoral fellowships. Fellowship support is also available for applicants with special emphasis in health policy and Soviet international behavior. A master's degree or equivalent post-bachelor's degree, training and experience is required for admission.

A representative of the Rand Graduate Institute will be at Career Planning and Placement, Room 122-170, on Friday, October 26, 1984.
The best has a taste all its own.

A taste that's not easy to find. It's something you have to strive for. In everything you do. And when you're done it, when you've found the best in yourself, taste it in the beer you drink.

Ask for Bud Light.

Bring out your best.
Room 001
By Carol Yao

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS CALCULATORS
SIMPLIFY FINANCE AND STATISTICS—
NOW AT SAVINGS THRU OCT. 27

SAV$ 7. BA-55 PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS ANALYST.
Powerful, programmable and designed for business fi-
nance and statistics. Includes Time Value of Money
(PV/FV), Amortization Schedules with up to 10 variable
 grouped cash flows for Internal Rate of Return and Net
 Present Value. With constant memory, shut the BA-55
 off and still retain all values and programs. 
Reg. 54.95

SAVE $7. BA-II EXECUTIVE CALCULATING
SYSTEM.
Preprogrammed financial and statistical functions in-
clude Profit Margin, Annuities, Amortization Schedules,
Linear Regression and Trend Line Analysis with a conve-
nient business analysis guidebook.
Reg. 39.95

SAVE $10. TI-66 PROGRAMMABLE.
Powerful flexibility.
Up to 512 program steps built-in with 64 Constant Mem-
ory locations. Compatible with most TI-58C program
steps and more.
Reg. 64.95

Available at Harvard Square, M.I.T. Stu-
dent Center, Children's Medical Center
and One Federal St. locations. Harvard
Square store open Mon.-Sat. 9:30 to
5:45, Thurs. 11-8. Coop Change,
Mastercard, Visa, and American Ex-
press welcome.

HARVARD COOPERATIVE
SOCIETY

Explore the Technical World at IBM.

Come to our
INFORMATION AND SIGN-UP DAY
Wednesday, October 24th, 10 am–4 pm
IN THE ASHDOWN HOUSE

IBM will be here in strength to give you blue carpet treatment.
Representatives from many different IBM operations and locations
will be available for informal, stress-free briefing sessions. You'll get a good
idea if there's a promising fit at IBM.

Then sign up to schedule a formal interview on Thursday, October 25th
or Friday, October 26th with the IBM facility (or facilities) of your choice.
Please bring 3 copies of your resume or Personal Data Sheet. U.S.
_ citizenship or permanent residence is required for interviews.
(Whether or not you're at our Information and Sign-Up Day, you are
invited to hear a special IBM interview techniques presentation on
Monday, October 22nd in Room 4-270 from 7:30-8:30 pm and a techni-
cal marketing careers presentation on Tuesday, October 23rd, in Room
4-159 from 7:30-8:30 pm. Refreshments will be served at both
presentations.)

An equal opportunity employer.

Candidates for BS or MS in ChE, CS, EE, ME or Materials Science.

Meet IBM. Schedule an informal interview.

Why not engineer in the passing lane?
**WE’RE CELEBRATING**

MAGNAVOX COMPACT DISC REBATE

Buy any four (4) compact discs for your New Magnavox Compact Disk Player and receive a $50 rebate! Rebate Coupon and details available at your nearest Coop location.

*The Coops New Record & Tape Department Is Now ONE YEAR OLD And Also BOSTON'S BEST!* (*Best of Boston, '84* ™ — Boston Magazine)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>LP/CASS</strong></th>
<th><strong>CD</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$549</td>
<td>$1356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$549</td>
<td>$1356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$549</td>
<td>$1356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$549</td>
<td>$1356</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOW ONLY $299.00 AT THE COOP

**20% OFF**

ALL RCA, A & M, ARISTA, and W.E.A.
COMPACT DISCS
(Through 10/27/84)

- Alan Stivell - "Celtic Symphony" $975 LP/CASS
- VARRICK "The Woman in Red" $549 LP/CASS
- GEORGE WINSTON "Winter Dies Spring" $699 LP/CASS
- GEORGE WINSTON "Autumn" $549 LP/CASS
- GEORGE WINSTON "December" $549 LP/CASS

GEORGE WINSTON

HARVARD COOPERATIVE SOCIETY
HARVARD SQ. - MIT
ONE FEDERAL STREET.
CHILDREN'S MEDICAL CENTER
WITHIN MASS. 1-800-343-5570
OUTSIDE MASS. 1-800-792-5170
Gary Hart speaks at Harvard rally

(Continued from page 1)
comfortable speaking for John Kerry.

Kerry is nested in the Senate, said Hart, whether or not Mose-
dible is elected. "Mondale wins, he'll need Kerry to restore de-
cency and fairness.

On the other hand, if Reagan holds onto his lead, Massachu-
setts will need to express concerns on "the environment, edu-
cation, food stamps, Guaranteed Student Loans for young people, and the arms race and politics based upon Demo-
cratic principles and ideas."

He labeled Ray Shamie as a "man of the late 1960s. He called the anti-Vietnam movement, com-
pared Reagan's foreign policy in LeBonon and Nicaragua to those
of the late 1960s. He called the president guilty of acts of "inter-
national terrorism" and observed that Reagan "has not learned his
lessons from Vietnam."

"And Mondale and Ferraro are will-
ing to admit that the Democratic party has made mistakes in the
past, especially in not ferreting out waste, fraud, and abuse,"

thos a slight engineering prob-
l. Edgerton showed Hill and his son Bob had taken drive as
quipments to Stonehenge in pre-
D. Edgerton explained, "a young man with a big eye by the
name of Jackie Constan." This young man invited Bob up to his
ship to take underwater photos at a depth of 2000 feet.

The angle of the sun and the alignment of the rocks combine
in the summer solstice on June 21, a special day to view the
entrance to Stonehenge. Since the solstice occurred during the
moonrise in England, Edgerton decided to take advantage of
the opportunity and visit Stone-
henge.

He and his son ended up spending the entire night on the
rocks of Stonehenge, because all of the hotels in the area were
booked.

Edgerton closed the door with a house service he and Bob had
booked at Stonehenge. The film consisted mainly of fireworks, which illumi-
nated the stones, with a special spot appearing to a bobble
who tried to chase them off the property. The whole film was
shot at about a frame a second. The Lecture Series
announced that the presentation, which was part of the Edgerton
Lecture Series.

The Republicans are "making high politics fashionable," said Ke-
ry. Reagan "wants the country to
think about the environment, education, food stamps, guaran-
teed Student Loans for young people, and the arms race and politics based upon Demo-
cratic principles and ideas."

Claimed Ray Shamie as a "man of the late 1960s. He called the anti-
Vietnam movement, compared Reagan's foreign policy in LeBonon
and Nicaragua to those of the late 1960s. He called the president
guilty of acts of "international terrorism" and observed that Reagan
"has not learned his lessons from Vietnam."

"And Mondale and Ferraro are will-
ing to admit that the Democratic party has made mistakes in the
past, especially in not ferreting out waste, fraud, and abuse,"

thos a slight engineering prob-
lem.
COOP-ON

$1 OFF
Any Regular Price Record or Compact Disc

$10 OFF
Any Regular Price Pair of Men's Dexter Shoes

20% OFF
Any Pair of Levi's Denim Jeans

$5 OFF
Any Regular Price Skirt or Blouse

$5 OFF
Any Blanket or Krups Heater

15% OFF
Any Regular Price Alarm Clock or GE Small Appliance

$3 OFF
Any Regular Price Men's Dress or Sport Shirt

2 FOR 1
Eveready, Duracell or Ray-O-Vac Batteries
Buy one package, receive 2nd package of same type and size FREE.

Coupons accepted at MIT Student Center only.
Coupons must be presented in person.
Sorry, no mail or phone orders.
Sports—Football drops homecoming to top-ranked Worcester St.

(Continued from page 20)

The touchdown was the last of the day, and the visiting Engineers did not score again until MIT, with its two fumble recoveries, and defensive back Victor Arnold, '98, and John Dawley, '87, highlighted the defensive play.

The defense suffered only two scores at the hands of the Lancers. Fumble recoveries by Rice, which he took away from a teammate, and a safety in the last minute of the game, made the final score 3-1.

"The players are learning their positions which should provide a higher level.

"Although we are a fairly inexperienced team, and in the last game we played together toward the end of the year is today at 3:30 pm at Harvard Stadium."
Lightweights win in Head of the Charles

The MIT women's championship eight pulls in to the finish of the Head of the Charles course Sunday. The crew finished 18th, with a time of 18:30.3, two minutes behind winning South Naraquda Rowing Club.

Football loses homecoming

By James Marchialiva

The football club lost its second game in a row Saturday, falling 27-14 to the Worcester State Bears in the annual homecoming contest.

Strong play by the MIT defense was again offset by the inability of the offense to execute consistently.

The Engineers were plagued by mistakes from the outset. A fumble, a dropped pass, and another incomplete pass combined to effectively kill the first MIT drive. The second drive was aware of the same, as quarterback Dave Broecker G was sacked twice for a loss of 14 yards.

Rich Rice '97 alertly fell on a fumble — one of five turnovers forced by the Engineer defense — to set up a scoring opportunity in the second quarter. This time the team was able to capitalize.

Twice on the way to the end zone, MIT made tough fourth-down conversions to keep the drive going. The touchdown came on an eight-yard run by Broecker with 11:29 left in the quarter to put the Engineers in the lead, 7-3.

The Lamcurs' John Smith ended MIT's only lead of the game less than a minute later with a 71-yard touchdown run. The remainder of the half was characterized by frequent changes of possession, with mistakes by both teams. An interception of a Broecker pass intended for Hugh Ekberg '88 resulted in another Worcester State touchdown with four minutes remaining in the half.

Defensive end Chris Morgan '95 appropriately named a second Worcester interception when he recovered a Lanzer fumble. The opportunity was wasted, however, as the Engineers moved back-ward on a 23-yard penalty and an incomplete pass.

MIT also lost the services of its quarterback for the remainder of the half, as Broecker suffered a partially separated shoulder when he was hit during a scramble.

Linebacker Nick Nowak '85 contributed another turnover when he intercepted a halfback option pass with about a minute left in the half, but once again the offense was unable to reach the end zone.

The Engineers came back seeming revitalized in the sec-ond half, scoring a touchdown on their first possession. The score will turn to page 19

X-country wins 2

By Robert Zek

The men's cross-country team put together a strong showing on a battered regular-season record, beating Williams and Tufts in a meet on Saturday at Franklin Park Salem.

The MIT runners ran aggressively against the Bears from Williams and the Tufts Jumbos, despite the unseasonably warm weather. The heat took its toll; two runners from Williams were unable to complete the fourth course.

The meet came down to a two-way competition between MIT and Williams, as the Jumbos were unable to keep up with the other schools.

The final score was MIT 23, Williams 33, and Tufts 79. The win gave MIT its manages second the Bears. The roles were reversed in the same event last year, with Williams edging MIT, 23-30.

Although the top two runners for the Engineers changed places many times during the race, the Engineers set the general form of the dual with Williams by the end of the first mile — two runners for the Bears engulfed by the pack from MIT.

Bill Bruno '85 could catch the Bears' lead runner to the end of the rolling finishing stretch, and placed second overall with a time of 25:42. Bill Mate '86 and Willard '87 competed for position number two to number three.

Joseph Tung '88, Rod Himann '88, and Anitra Brixie '88 crossed the first ahead of Williams' third finisher to place fifth, sixth and seventh, respectively, to cap off the victory surge.

The Engineers will have a break from competition next weekend in preparation for the New England championships the following Saturday. Following that meet, the top seven runners will race to qualify the Engineers for the Regional, Division III Championships in November.

Field hockey tops Elms, 3-1

By Victoria J. Dinah

The women's field hockey overcame what one experienced observer called "sleepy play" by both sides. The Engineers' effort was highlighted by strong defensive play, especially by half-back co-captain Julie Chen '96. The defense gave co-captain goalie Stacy Thompson '96 an easy first half, stopping 11 out of 14 shots before they reached her net.

Elms broke open the scoring with 7:41 left in the first half, when the visitors' offense caught MIT off guard, firing a shot from the right hand side of the field to goal.

The Engineers did not take the lead until 23:19, when the visitors' offense caught MIT off guard, firing a shot from the right hand side of the field to goal.

By Diane ben-Aaron

A crew of MIT graduates won the men's lightweight tour race in the twentieth annual Head of the Charles regatta Sunday, breaking the old course record in the event by 25 seconds.

Mark Schaffer '83, Jay Dan- borg '77, Peter Kornell, and Russ Murphy '81 rowed to victory in 16 minutes, 27.4 seconds, defeating St. Catherine's (Ohio) Bowling Club, which completed the course in 16:53.6. Charlie Griffin coached the winning crew.

"We had a pretty good idea we were going to win," said coach Frank Necepor.

Four runners from the Bear's 1-2 punch were on the US team this season at the world championships, he said, and they also won the Head of the Merrimac, Head of the Tecumseh (Lowell), and Head of the Connecticut.

"Our next race is the Head of the Charles because we expect to win that," Necepor commented.

"We had a pretty good idea we were going to win," said coach Frank Necepor.

Three novices and two varsity finished tenth in the youth championship event.
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